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1

Introduction and Background

"Republicans refuse to re-authorize CHIP but they can pass $2.2 trillion tax cut for
corporations. The Children’s Health Insurance Program provides low-cost health insurance to 9 million kids. Call Congress. Express your outrage (202) 224-3121 and vote
them out #MondayMotivation" -

@ChrisJZullo

On December 11th, 2017, this call to action was sent over the social media platform,
Twitter. Incensed about the failure of Republican majorities in both bodies of the United
States Congress to renew a health insurance program for young people, ChrisJZullo tweeted
to his tens of thousands of followers and asked them to protest. He was retweeted at least
217 times, pushing his message outside of his circle of followers and into the networked public
sphere.
ChrisJZullo was not the only Twitter user to encourage Americans to call their elected
representatives and express their discontent. Many others authored similar tweets, raising a
fever of political protest on Twitter. In late January 2018, President Donald Trump signed
into law a reauthorization of CHIP for six years, granting the protesters the legislative
concessions that they wanted [1].
The CHIP episode was a microcosm of the backlash that the Trump administration has
faced. Both President Trump and the 115th Congress have been subject to significant protest
on multiple fronts since coming into political power. Only one day after President Trump’s
January 21st , 2017 inauguration, millions of people poured into the streets around the United
States to participate in the Women’s March. Originally conceived and organized through a
Facebook event, the march was the largest single-day protest in United States history [2].
Since then, many of the Trump administration’s initiatives have provoked various forms
of protest. Central campaign objectives like repealing and replacing the Affordable Care
Act have stalled repeatedly even though the Republican party controls the White House and
Congress. Some journalists have observed that the backlash from millions of people calling
3

in to their representatives to protest these initiatives has been critical in killing legislation
[3, 4, 5]. The organizational structure driving the high volume of phone-calls to Capitol Hill
is not entirely obvious; however, intensive protest on social media appears to related.
This report investigates the relationship between online and offline protest in the context
of the Trump administration. It delves into questions pertaining to the mobilizing effects of
online protest calls-to-action on physical protest and how protest networks can be characterized. Specifically, this work analyzes these themes through the lens of Twitter as a networked
public sphere and the act of calling Congress to express political discontent as a medium of
protest.

1.1
1.1.1

Literature Review
Is There a Connection Between Online and Offline activism?

Academics have been considering the implications of social media on political activism since
the nascent years of digital platforms. The power of these platforms to coalesce and activate
large numbers of people online was widely recognized, but their power to engage people in
meaningful offline activity was disputed. This debate was often framed around the concept
of “slacktivism”––that online citizens could take part in low-cost, low-risk action without
committing significant effort to real social or political change [6].
In the years since, a growing body of evidence has explored the interplay between digital
and online activism. Kristofferson, White, and Peloza showed that private tokens of online
support led to greater forms of prosocial action than did public tokens of support. The
researchers also demonstrated that when consumers focused on how their values align with
a cause in their digital support, they were more likely to take prosocial action [7]. Lee
and Hsieh showed that petition signing for a cause led people to donate more money to a
charity related to that cause, but to donate less to other causes [8]. Investigating how online
protest could set the agenda for public discussion, Vie examined the way that meme culture
surrounding the Human Rights Campaign for marriage equality was noticed by major media
outlets and caused politicians to publicly comment on gay marriage [9].
4

1.1.2

Theorizing Digital Protest

As studies have drawn out links between online behavior and action elsewhere, scholars have
sought to broadly theorize the way that digital cultures take shape and how they bleed
into the offline world. Clay Shirky laid down some of the foundational thinking about how
digital networks change the landscape of activism. Shirky took an optimistic view about
the coalescing power of the online world to activate social change. In his 2008 book, Here
Comes Everybody: The Power of Organizing Without Organizations, he argued that digital
tools give groups of people the means to come together and solve problems that would be
too administratively costly to solve without the same tools [10]. He had broad confidence in
the power of social networks to affect positive change by coalescing movements that would
otherwise be prohibitively difficult to bring together.
As social media matured, the academic thinking about its implications for society was
refined. Evgeny Morozov, in his 2012 book The Net Delusion, takes a more critical view of
the influence of digital networks on society [11]. Agreeing that social media indeed changes
the landscape of dissent and movement-building, Morozov critiqued the idea that it always
empowers the powerless and leads to social progress. His analysis was based largely in case
studies of authoritarian countries, and demonstrated how oppressive regimes had come to
incorporate social media into their blanket of censorship and repression.
Some of the most recent and powerful thinking on the political implications of social
media comes from Zeynep Tufekci. She examines the role of digital networks on large-scale
protests ranging from Occupy Wall Street in New York to Tahrir Square in Cairo, Egypt
in her book Twitter and Tear Gas: The Power and Fragility of Networked Protest [12].
Her analysis focuses on the power of social media to coalesce large numbers of people for
a physical march or demonstration. She comments on the benefits and detriments of this
rapid ability to bring people together for political protest by arguing that digital networks
allow for a protest to grow in a rapid and leaderless fashion, but do not facilitate durable or
agile movements.
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1.1.3

Modeling Protest Online and Offline

Sociologists and network scientists have also investigated the relationship between protest
movements in the digital and tactile worlds. This research has quantitatively characterized
networks of dissent on social media to report how protest spreads. Much of this work has
focused on the ability of digital protest to forecast offline civil unrest.
Investigating the underlying communities and divides that were formed during an international protest event in 2012, González-Bailón and Wang described a protest network that
was fragmented into disparate groups [13]. They also found that only a small set of users
could bridge the splintered communities found in the graph, and that for information to
flow successfully, these bridge links needed to be activated. Their results showed that online
social networks showed similar information dispersal problems to offline networks.
Muthiah et al. developed a system for predicting social unrest by pulling mentions of
protest events from social media and news sources [14]. The researchers learned protest
phrases in English, Spanish, and Portuguese by starting with a set of seed protest phrases
from expert sources and expanding these by finding phrases in their data that shared similar
grammatical relations. The system then used probabilistic soft logic to geographically locate
the oncoming protest and date normalization to specify the day the protest was predicted
to occur.
Seeking to interrelate the ways in which people shared protest information online and
offline contemporaneously, Jin et al. defined a bispace model to represent the two theaters
[15]. Protest on Twitter was modeled using network graph theory and geometric Brownian
motion–a technique borrowed from statistical physics that is particularly useful for incorporating abrupt bumps in network propogation. The spread of protest through the news media
and word of mouth was modeled with a Poisson process function. Though incorporating a
model for the latent space of news and word of mouth protest spreading did improve the
overall bispace model, the researchers found that the Geometric Brownian motion model for
the Twitter space was dominant in determining surges of protest.

6

1.2

Research Questions and Directions

The existing literature does much to characterize how protest networks operate but leaves
some questions unaddressed. Prior research has discerned how the networked digital sphere
can materialize into networked action on the streets; however, less work has been done
to probe how online networks can mobilize people for independent forms of protest. This
independent protest can be conceptualized as personal action to express political discontent.
Because of its personal rather than social nature, this type of protest is not visible to the
broader public sphere.
This investigation sought to better understand the extent to which digital networked
protest precipitates independent protest. The question has relevance for the aforementioned
debate about "slacktivism." Given that protest in the online public sphere is visible to others
and independent protest is not, determining if digital protest actually translated into private
protest offline could provide indication as to the motivations of social media activists.
To narrow the investigation into independent protest, we focused on phone calls to the
U.S. Congress expressing political discontent. This protest action was chosen because isolating it in digital networks was tractable––activists encouraging discontented citizens to call
their representatives left a trail of information on how specifically to do so. Additionally, as
described in section 1, it was believed that phone calls to Capitol Hill were a particularly
potent and relevant form of political dissent. To our knowledge, no previous research has
investigated online protest advocating for calling Congress and its offline manifestation.
Using phone calls to Congress as the lens through which to study protest, we aimed to
determine whether a relationship existed between the intensity of digital protest advocacy
and the intensity of actual protest. Addressing this question would provide insight into the
efficacy of digital activism in motivating independent protest.
In addition to defining the relationship between online and offline protest, this project
aimed to characterize the digital protest network advocating for calling Congress. Questions
of interest centered on the topics of discussion and the most influential accounts in the
network because these were believed to be most informative as to the nature of online
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protest.
The final research question focused on how the digital protest network of activists advocating calling Congress could be modeled and optimized. Utilizing linear programming
methods, policies for improving the democratic health of the digital protest network were
explored.

2

Methodology

2.1

Data sources

Twitter was chosen as the medium for studying online protest. The social media platform
revolves around user-produced tweets, snippets of text that must be 280 characters or less.
A tweet can both include a link and a picture. Many tweets also contain hashtags: strings
of text that start with “#” that identify the tweet with a topic and make it easier to find.
Other users can like, reply, and share tweets when they seek to react to or amplify them.
Twitter users see the tweets of people they have followed––a public action that signifies a
desire to see another user’s content. Notably, the act of following is unidirectional: user A
can follow user B without user B following user A.
A number of features made Twitter attractive as an avenue for exploring protest in the
digital sphere. Over 300 million users are active on Twitter, ensuring that there is copious
data to work with [16]. Additionally, Twitter has an association with the political world:
President Trump frequently uses Twitter to broadcast his thoughts, and his opponents use
the platform with equal frequency to rebut him [17, 18]. Most importantly, Twitter provides
free access to sampled data to anyone with a Twitter account through its API.
A researcher using the Twitter API has a number of options for deciding which tweets
they want to collect. They can follow the tweets from a particular user, location, or keyword
[19]. For the purposes of this project, following by keyword proved most useful because it
allowed for the collection of terms related to the protest action of calling Congress.
General principles guided the process for choosing the right terms to follow on Twitter.
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First and foremost, the selected terms could not carry a bias towards a particular political
topic. Additionally, the terms could not be tied to a particular time and needed to persist
over a changing political landscape.
Considering these requirements led to the decision to use the phone numbers of U.S.
Senators as the keywords for collecting tweets that advocated for calling Congress. Each
Senator has their own dedicated office phone line, and there is a Capitol switchboard number
that can connect a caller with any Senator. These phone numbers were chosen as the terms
because it was believed that any tweet that included one of these numbers was likely a call
to action, imploring the people reading the tweet to dial the elected official. Additionally,
these tweets were likely connected to some specific issue and asked the reader to express a
political opinion in their call to Capitol Hill.
Choosing the Senators’ phone numbers as the keywords to follow fit the criteria of not
preferencing specific topics because the phone number could be tied to anything of political
relevance. The phone number also ensured that the tweets were not biased towards a specific
time, as these phone numbers remained the same throughout the course of this project.
Next, attention focused on how to elucidate the impact of Twitter on actual phone calls to
Senators. This proved to be a difficult data problem, as congressional offices do not publicize
information about the content or number of calls they receive. Certain private firms have
access to representative data on the volume of calls to the congressional phone lines with
a high degree of time specificity. One company, Hiya, used this data to publish a report
about the fever of phone calls to Congress during President Trump’s first month in office
[20]. However, Hiya did not respond to requests to make their data available for this project.
Given the difficulty in obtaining accurate counts of the number of inbound phone calls to
Senators, proxy data to represent the amount of over-the-phone protest directed at Congress
was pursued. We used Google Trends data on search frequencies for the Capitol switchboard
number for this purpose. That specific phone number was used because it appeared the most
in the collected Twitter data and was representative of all Senators. Though imperfect, the
Google Trends data served as a proxy for independent phone-call protest action because
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it represented interest in the phone number. It was intuited that when more people make
Google searches for the Capitol switchboard number, more people call their Senators. Additionally, there was no performative aspect of making a Google search, which was necessary
for retaining the connection to the independent protest of calling Congress; nobody but the
searcher would see that the search for the Capitol switchboard number had been made.

2.2

Combining Google Trends

Collecting high-quality, time-specific Google data required some cleaning and processing.
Google Trends reports data about the relative popularity of terms and phrases in Google
Search with two levels of data specificity: real time and non-real time. Real-time Trends
data are generated from a random sample of searches in the past seven days. Non-real time
Trends data is generated from a random sample of searches from whatever time range is
specified, and is available back to 2004 [21]. Both methods normalize the data on a 0 to
100 scale, where the time point with 100 is the time point with the highest search volume in
that window [22]. While the non-real time data allows for a greater time range on the data,
specificity is lost because the sampled data is archived.
This project required Google Trends data that was both long-term and highly specific.
Both qualities were necessary because the Trends data was compared to Twitter data which
was long-term and had specificity down to the second. To overcome the limitations of the the
real time and non-real time Trends data, a schema was developed for capturing the benefits
of both. Every day, a Google Trends search was completed for the United States Capitol
switchboard phone number, “202-224-3121.” Then the past seven days of Trends data for the
search was downloaded.
All of the seven-day pieces were amalgamated to create a time series of the Trends scores
for the phone number across the entire period of data collection. This time series was
constructed such that the score for each time point was normalized across the entire range
of data collection. To accomplish this, all of the data was loaded into a data frame, and
indexed on time point. A small example is shown below.
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The following algorithm was used to consolidate this data into one time series:

Combine Trends Algorithm
→ Set a variable prev = 1.0
→ Initialize an array ratios containing prev
For each adjacent pair of columns:
→ Find the rows that are not null in either column
→ Sum each column on these rows as sum1 and sum2
→ Calculate local_ratio = sum2/sum1
→ Calculate ratio = prev ∗ local_ratio
→ Append ratio to ratios. ratio corresponds to the second column
→ Set prev = ratio
End for
→ smallest_ratio = min(ratios)
For each column:
→ Update column such that each value is divided by (ratio[column]/smallest_ratio)
End for
→ Take the mean across all columns for every time point as mean_timepoints
→ Return mean_timepoints
11

The broad idea behind the algorithm is that it determines the relationship between each
adjacent pair of columns such that these relationships can be compounded with each other.
It starts at the first column, and initializes the baseline relationship as 1, because the first
column is the same as itself. It then iterates through the adjacent pairs of columns, giving
the second column (through compounding) a relationship to the very first column in the
data set. The smallest relationship to the first column is then used to normalize, because
that relationship corresponds to the column with the largest true data. Iterating through
the columns again, the values in each column are updated such that they are divided by its
normalized relationship to the first column. The values for each time point are then averaged
to handle any error in the data.
The algorithm can also be illustrated through use on the example shown above:
The ratio of Series 1 to itself is 1.0. Of the values that are non-null in both Series 1 and 2
(Day 2 through Day 7), the ratio of Series 2 to Series 1 is 1.0. Of the values that are non-null
in both Series 2 and 3 (Day 3 through Day 8), the ratio of Series 3 to Series 2 is 0.5. This
means the ratio of Series 3 to Series 1 is also 0.5.
Since the ratio corresponding to Series 3 is the smallest (0.5), it will be used to normalize.
The new ratio of Series 1 is 1.0/0.5 = 2.0. The new ratio of Series 2 is also 1.0/0.5 = 2.0.
Each column is then divided by its corresponding ratio such that the data frame looks like
the following:
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The mean is then taken across time points to return the following time series:

The new time series is normalized to the highest value in the data, and provides relationships between time points that did not overlap in any of the seven-day time series.

2.3

Relating Twitter and Google Activity

We compared the Twitter and Google Trends protest data using regression. The number
of tweets during a given hour was used as the independent variable while the normalized
Google Trends intensity during a given hour was the dependent variable. Both quantities
13

were log transformed for use in the regression to tame some of the variation found in the
data. Additionally, multiple regressions were assessed using time-lagged Twitter data. This
allowed for the evaluation of the impact of Twitter protest on Google Trends interest some
hours later.
We chose Ordinary Least Squares regression as the regression method. OLS was chosen
over a more sophisticated regression technique like Ridge or Lasso because of the simplicity
of the data. The predictor data (Twitter) was single-dimensional and complex techniques to
prevent overfitting were unnecessary.

2.4

Granger Causality

To further investigate the relationship between the Twitter and Google data, a technique
known as the Granger causality test was employed. The test compares time series data
to evaluate if one series has a causal effect on another [23]. The test begins with the null
hypothesis that the time series Xt does not predict the time series Yt . The test performs two
steps to assess this hypothesis. In the first step, the series Yt is regressed upon time-lagged
values of itself: Yt−1 , Yt−2 , . . . Yt−l , where l is the maximum lag. A t-test is used to determine
which lagged Y series are statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05), and those that are are included
in a model:

Yt = α1 Yt−1 + α2 Yt−2 + ... + αm Yt−l + e

In the second step, time-lagged values of the X time series (Xt−1 , Xt−2 , . . . Xt−m , where
m is the maximum lag) are included as candidates in the step-one model. If any of these
time-lagged X values are statistically significant as predictors, they are included in an updated model:

Yt = α1 Yt−1 + α2 Yt−2 + ... + αl Yt−l + β1 Xt−1 + β2 Xt−2 + ...βm Xt−m + e
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To determine if the updated model has significantly more predictive power than the original model, an F-test is used.
SSRoriginal − SSRexpanded
F =

vexpanded − voriginal
SSRexpanded
n − vexpanded

SSR represents the Sum of Squared Residuals, v is the number of parameters comprising a
model, and n is the number of observations. The F-test is evaluated for statistical significance
by using an F-distribution with (vexpanded − voriginal , n − vexpanded ) degrees of freedom. If the
distribution shows statistical significance (p ≤ 0.05), the null hypothesis is rejected, and it
can be said that Xt “Granger causes” Yt [24].

2.5

Building a Network

To investigate the spread of protest through Twitter, we needed a method to understand how
protest passed from user to user. The most straightforward way to tackle this problem was to
look at retweeting between users. Retweeting is the act by which one user can share another
user’s content to the followers of the retweeter. It held research value because retweeting
is how Twitter users share and amplify content. Prior research has examined retweeting
as a means to understand conversation and information dissemination on Twitter [25, 26].
However, examining only retweets presented a serious limitation to this investigation, because
a retweet in the Twitter data only shows the retweeter and the original tweeter. If a retweeter
sees the original tweet in another user’s retweet, the mediating retweeter is not captured in
the data.
Seeking to ameliorate the problems with retweeting in the Twitter data, we inferred
intermediate retweet relationships. To start, we collected all of the followers of the mostretweeted 100 users in the graph. For each of these 100 users, the top 5 most-followed
accounts were identified so long as these accounts followed and had retweeted the original
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user. The followers of each of these 5 second-level accounts were also collected. In total, this
resulted in the collection of the complete follower set for 462 unique accounts believed to be
at the center of the network. The amount of follower information that could be collected
was limited, as the Twitter API only allows for 5,000 followers of one user to be collected
per minute. Some accounts have tens of millions of followers, so collecting the entirety of
the follower lists for the accounts described here was time consuming.
With this follower information, a graph was constructed to represent the Twitter protest
over the data collection period. An edge was drawn from one user to another if the first
user followed the second and had retweeted the second user at least once. The graph was
designed this way because it allowed for users to be related to each other across time and
protest topics. An alternative strategy would have been to construct multiple graphs, each
focusing on a time period or a specific theme of protest. While that approach would have
provided more specificity along the axes of temporality and topic, it would have limited
the ability to interrelate accounts in the different graphs. The chosen approach allowed the
accounts in the Twitter data to be mapped in the context of each other.

2.6

Network Influence Algorithms

Seeking to identify the most important accounts in the protest graph, network influence
algorithms were employed. This investigation made use of PageRank, HITS, and k -shell
Decomposition to determine the relative authority of accounts in the network.
PageRank was developed at Stanford by Larry Page, Sergey Brin, Rajeev Motwani, and
Terry Winograd in the late 1990’s [27]. Page and Brin would later use PageRank as the basis
for their search engine, Google. The algorithm works by constructing a square matrix where
every node is a row and column. Each entry is 1 if there exists an edge from the column node
pointing towards the row node. All entries are normalized by column. A unit vector is also
initialized where each entry is a node (i.e. if there are 5 nodes, each entry is 0.2). This vector
represents the amount of influence that each node has. The relationship matrix is multiplied
by the influence vector to produce a new influence vector. This process is done iteratively.
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Additionally, a scalar constant (usually 0.15) of the influence of each node is redistributed
uniformly across the graph at each iteration. When the influence vector converges, the
PageRank value of each node can be read off. The nodes that have the highest value are the
most influential in the graph.
HITS––short for Hyperlink-induced topic search––was developed contemporaneously to
PageRank by Cornell professor Jon Kleinberg, and aimed to solve the same search problem
[28]. HITS is conceptualized around there being two types of nodes in an informational
graph: hubs and authorities. The algorithm initializes every node with 1 for both its hub
and authority score. Then, the authority score for each node by taking the sum of the hub
scores that point to that node. Next, the hub score of every node is updated by taking the
sum of the authority scores that that node points to. The scores are then normalized. This
algorithm iterates from the authority-update step until the scores convergence. Nodes with
a high authority score are considered reliable sources of information and nodes with a high
hub score direct towards reliable information.
K -shell decomposition was developed in 1996 [29] and was applied to the Internet in
2007 [30]. The k -shell algorithm starts by traversing the graph and finding nodes that have
an in-degree of 0. These nodes are pruned until there are no nodes left in the graph with
an in-degree of 0. The nodes that were pruned comprise the 0-shell. The algorithm then
repeats the same process for nodes with an in-degree of 1. The k value keeps increasing by
1 until there are no nodes left in the graph. The shell with the highest k value is considered
the core of the graph. The nodes in this shell are considered to be the most influential in
the graph.

2.7

Optimizing the Graph

The constructed graph allowed for investigation into the structure of protest. Affiliation
and influence were calculated across accounts and led to findings about how protest was
organized and who motivated it. These results carry implications for how well the Twitter
protest embodied democratic ideals and will be discussed further in later chapters. As part
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of this discussion, we propose policy responses from both Twitter and Twitter users to make
the protest more democratic. These policies are then modeled in the context of the graph
to determine the impact of each on the amount of protest in the graph.
This modeling was done using AMPL. AMPL is a mathematical programming language
that is useful for solving optimization programs. The protest graph and constraints representing the proposed policies were modeled as linear programs and were optimized using this
software. The modeling approaches will be discussed further in later chapters.

3

Twitter’s Off-Platform Effect

3.1

Lagged OLS Regression

Investigating the online-offline protest relationship produced results that suggest that calls
to action on Twitter are spilling off the platform into protest activity. By demonstrating a
correlation between the volume of tweets containing a Senate phone line and the intensity of
Google searching for the Capitol switchboard number 19 hours later, we propose that there
is evidence that Twitter protest is driving phone calls to Senators.
The Twitter data was lagged in time intervals of between 1 and 48 hours and then
compared against the Google Trends data using Ordinary Least Squares regression. This
allowed the correlation between Twitter activity and Google activity happening later to
be measured––the motivation being that when someone posts a protest tweet asking their
followers to call Congress, it will take some time for their followers to see and engage with
the tweet.
To assess the goodness-of-fit for each of the time-lagged models, the R-squared statistic
was calculated. R-squared measures the explained variation over the total variation, in order
to show how well the linear regression explains the data. A high R-squared for a given time
shift meant that the intensity of Twitter protest was closely correlated with the Google
Search intensity after that time shift.
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R-Squared Values by Time Offset

Figure 1: Goodness-of-fit for time-lagged Twitter data regressed against Google Trends data

After fitting a linear model to every time shift from 0 to 48 hours, a shift of 19 hours
was found to produce the highest R-squared value, 0.204. To further examine the closest
regression between the number of protest Tweets and the Google interest in the congressional
phone number, the Mean Squared Error for each time shift was calculated.
MSE calculates the average of the square of the difference between the actual Google interest and the predicted interest for each point. A small MSE value indicates a high-accuracy
linear model. MSE scoring was performed using five-fold cross validation to construct training and testing sets. Cross validation works in three steps. It first splits the data into a
number of equally sized sets. Then, for each set, it calculates the evaluation metric using
that set as test data and every other set as train data. These scores are then averaged. A
time lag of 19 hours on the Google data was found to provide the lowest MSE of 6.94.
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Mean Squared Error Values by Time Offset

Figure 2: Accuracy of time-lagged Twitter data regressed against Google Trends data

That both evaluation methods showed 19 hours as the time lag that generated the closest
correlation was promising. It indicated that the intensity of Google interest in the congressional phone number at any given point was most closely related to the intensity of protest
tweeting from almost a day before. Though this finding did not prove causality, it encouraged further investigation into the effect of the protest tweets on Google activity at a later
period.

3.2

Granger Causality

Continued probing of the question of Twitter-Google interaction led to a technique borrowed
from the field of economics, the Granger causality test. The test allows for the comparison
of two time series to shed light on whether one might be causal of the other. The method
has been used with Twitter data before, both to determine if Twitter processes influence
other processes [24] on the platform and to investigate the relationship between tweets and
activity off of Twitter [31]. It is explained more fully in section 2.4.
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Testing for Granger causality with the Twitter and Google time series showed that the
number of protest tweets has forecasting power for the intensity of Google Search interest
in the Capitol switchboard phone number. Time-lags of 1, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, and 24 hours on the Twitter time series produced statistically significant
(p ≤ 0.05) contributions to the predictive model for the Google time series. Because of these
contributions, we concluded that the Twitter time series “Granger causes” the Google time
series.
Figure 3 visualizes the relationship between the two data sets. For the purpose of interpretability, each point is a moving average of the centered 5-hour window and each time
series is normalized. Generating a moving average smooths out many of the zeroes present
in the Google time series.
Twitter and Google Intensity Over Time

Figure 3: A moving average of Twitter protest and Google interest in protest over the
collection period

While the results presented in this section cannot prove causality between the two data
sets of interest, they do provide evidence that protest on Twitter is generating interest
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for protest on Google. It is expected that a higher intensity of searching for the Capitol
switchboard number will also result in a higher frequency of phone calls to the Senate,
however, this report does not provide evidence of such a connection. Nonetheless, this
analysis shows that the networked action of rousing protest on Twitter is connected to the
private action of searching for information about protesting.

4

Building the Protest Graph

While exploring the connection between the intensity of protest Tweets and the Google
searches for the congressional phone number shed light on the relationship between digital
calls-to-action and interest in political protest, it did not explain the characteristics of the
protest network. To make progress on this front, we built a graph of protest tweeters and
applied network science techniques to understand their behavior.
The graph was constructed by drawing directed edges between a retweeter and the user
from which the Tweet was retweeted, so long as the retweeter followed that user. This meant
that if user A retweeted user B’s tweet, user C saw user A’s retweet of user B’s tweet and
user C also retweeted it, one edge was drawn from user A to user B and another was drawn
from user C to user A. Because a user could retweet multiple users during the course of the
collection period, some nodes in the graph have multiple outgoing edges. Additionally, a user
could author multiple original tweets and each of these could be retweeted. For these reasons,
the graph should be viewed not as a network of retweets but as a network of relationships
between users.
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Twitter Protest Network

Figure 4: Twitter protest accounts and relationships

A cursory visual examination of the graph in Figure 4 reveals a dense, interconnected
core, and a few outlying communities. Some summary statistics about the graph provide
further detail as to its composition. The average in-degree for each node is 2.48, while
the average total degree is 4.96. The diameter of the graph is 12, meaning that 12 edges
would have to be traversed to travel between the nodes that are furthest apart. The average
clustering coefficient of a graph measures its interconnectivity [32]. More specifically, it is
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the probability that two neighbors of a node in the graph are neighbors of each other. The
average clustering coefficient for the protest network is 0.019. This low result means that
the core of the graph is not as closely interconnected as it may look from visual inspection.

4.1

Who Comprises the Network?

Given that the center of the graph is not as closely interconnected as it visually appears, we
employed community detection methods to better tease apart the network. The algorithm
used optimized for a metric termed modularity [33]. Modularity is defined as the density of
links inside a community compared to links between communities and exists on a scale from
-1 to 1, with 1 indicating a network that is highly fragmented into discrete communities
[34]. Running the modularity algorithm on the protest graph returned a score of 0.49,
demonstrating evidence of separate but not entirely distinct underlying communities. This
finding was consistent with what González-Bailón and Wang found in a protest network
they studied––mostly compact communities with bridging links [13]. In the Twitter protest
network investigated here, 55.27% of users in the network were part of one of the 8 largest
communities.
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Protest Network Communities

Figure 5: The protest network with each node and its outbound edges colored by community

To shed light on the characteristics that make up each community, topic modeling was
utilized. Topic modeling is an unsupervised machine learning technique for working with
text-based data that uncovers latent topics and associates words with them. Documents of
text can then be associated with the uncovered topics. We chose Latent Dirichlet Allocation
as the topic modeling tool [35]. LDA has previously been used in topic modeling tasks
that work with Twitter data [36, 37]. LDA runs an expectation maximization algorithm to
update priors on words belonging to topics. Once the priors have converged, documents can
be deconstructed as a mixture of topics.
We first investigated the descriptions that Twitter users give themselves in their profiles
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as a means to characterize the different communities. On a user’s profile, the user can choose
(but is not required) to write a cursory description of himself or herself. This description
can be a maximum of 160 characters. This short length presents limitations, because each
document contains few words with which to perform LDA. To ameliorate this limitation,
previous work has demonstrated the use of pooling methods to aggregate tweets based upon
their commonalities [38]. Following a similar approach, we combined all of the descriptions
from each community into a single document and used LDA on this corpus. Though this
pooling step made it impossible to recover any user-level specificity, we deemed this acceptable because we were more interested in the broad characterization of each community.
Using these aggregated documents, LDA was tested with different numbers of topics.
The number of topics that provided the greatest disparity between the topic mixtures of
the documents was chosen. Disparity was evaluated in a qualitative fashion. A sketch of
each topic was viewed by printing the words that each topic was most likely to generate.
Each topics’ words were representative of that topic and could be compared across topics.
Some choices for the number of topics resulted in similar topics that had many of the same
representative words. The choice of 4 topics resulted in fairly representative words. It should
be noted that the second topic (“One”) is an empty topic that does not generate any words. It
is included however, because the choice of 4 topics––including an empty topic––still created
a better topic disparity than 3 topics.
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Figure 6: LDA topics of community-aggregated account descriptions

The topics in Figure 6 show some variation in their composition. Topic Zero contains
words that are usually associated with the American political right, like “maga” (acronym
for “Make America Great Again”), “conservative,” and “christian.” Topics Two and Three,
on the other hand, both contain “liberal”, placing them on the other side of the political
spectrum.
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Topics By Community

Figure 7: Each communities topic composition

Use of the trained LDA model on the community-partitioned graph revealed the underlying ideological bent of the communities in Figure 7. The text descriptions for the Twitter
accounts in communities 0 and 19 (as communities are defined in Figure 5) were largely composed of words common to the conservative topic Zero. In the graph, these two communities
are on the fringe––they share only a loose connection with the densely connected core. The
other communities in the graph are almost entirely composed of words common to topics
Two and Three, the liberal topics. These communities are central to the network.
The disparity between the fringe conservative communities and the core liberal communities reflects the politically polarized climate in the United States. That political tweeters
mainly retweet protest from people who share their ideological affiliations indicates that
those on the political right and left have different issues that they are protesting. Additionally, the liberal nature of the center of the network and the limited conservative involvement
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on the edge is intuitive given the political climate at the time of data collection. Republicans
held a majority in the Senate at the time of data collection and drove the legislative agenda.
Liberals had more to protest than did their conservative counterparts.

4.2

What is the Protest About?

To provide more texture to the protest data, we investigated and here outline the broad
events underlying the collection period. The broad themes in American political discourse
during the collection period were the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, the Alabama special
Senate election to fill the seat vacated by Jeff Sessions, and the lack of funding for the
Children’s Health Insurance Program.
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act was a bill to reduce federal business and income tax rates
and to simplify the tax code. It was championed by President Trump and his Congressional
allies Senator Mitch McConnell and Congressman Paul Ryan. The bill’s backers contended
that it would stimulate the economy by driving corporate and personal spending. Liberal
opponents of the bill argued that it was a costly giveaway to those who were already wealthy
and powerful. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act eventually passed through both houses of Congress
and was signed into law by President Trump on December 22nd, 2017 [39].
After President Trump selected then-Senator Jeff Sessions of Alabama to be his Attorney
General, the seat opened up and a special election was scheduled for December 2017 to replace
the outgoing senator. Though Alabama is a deeply conservative state, the election became
competitive when allegations of sexual misconduct with underage women arose against the
Republican nominee, Roy Moore. Tremendous national attention focused on the Alabama
election both because of the reaction to the allegations against Moore and because Democrats
viewed the contest as a bellwether for the progressive response to the Trump administration
that they hoped to capitalize on in the 2018 midterm and 2020 presidential elections [40].
The Democratic candidate, Doug Jones, narrowly won the election on December 12, 2017.
The Children’s Health Insurance Program is a federal program that matches funds to
states to provide health insurance to children. CHIP was first enacted in 1997 through
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bipartisan legislation that was endorsed by Hillary Clinton, who was First Lady at the time.
The program expired in September of 2017 and was not immediately extended. Progressives
demanded that the program be reinstated. Hillary Clinton, a supporter of the program
since its inception, personally advocated for its extension [41]. On January 22, 2018, the
government reauthorized CHIP.
Topic modeling using LDA again provided a useful tool for investigating the themes of
protest on Twitter and situating them in the contemporaneous political context. To do
this, all of the tweets from one week were pooled into a single document. Topic modeling
then elucidated the underlying themes behind the protest during the collection period. As
with the topic modeling on different communities within the graph, the number of topics
that provided the greatest disparity between the topic mixture of each week was chosen.
In this case, the choice of 2 topics drew the sharpest contrast between the words that are
representative of each topic.
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Figure 8: LDA topics of week-aggregated tweets

The two topics in Figure 8 reflect political developments throughout the collection period of October 29th to December 11th. Topic Zero generates words that have to do with
healthcare. As was described in the discussion about major political events during this time,
the reauthorization of the Child Health Insurance Program was a major point of debate.
Political liberals were protesting for the reauthorization of CHIP and were lobbying the
Republican Congress to use its majority to make it happen. The focus on young people
in the Twitter protest is reflected in the inclusion of the word “children” in the top words
generated by Topic Zero. Protesters were eventually successful in their pressure, as CHIP
was reauthorized in January 2018.
Topic One centers on the push for tax reform that was debated and eventually passed
through the legislative process. The focus of the plan can be deduced from the inclusion of
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the word “tax” as one of the words most likely to be generated by the topic. Liberal protesters
opposed the tax reform being proposed, as they interpreted it as regressive. The Republican
Congress and President Trump eventually overcame the protest against the initiative to pass
the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017.
Topics By Week

Figure 9: The topic composition of each week’s protest tweets

Figure 9 shows that as the political relevance of the issues changed, so too did the
amount they were being protested on Twitter. Topic Zero, concerning tax reform, was much
more heavily discussed during the beginning of the collection period, from October 29th
to November 12th (Week 43 to 46). While tax reform continued to be heavily discussed
after that too––always accounting for at least 40% of the topic mixture of each week’s
document––health care, represented by Topic Zero, became more prominent during the end
of the collection period, from November 20th to December 11th.
The changing focus of Twitter protest towards the beginning of November 2017 (Week
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47) was likely a response to the heightening threat caused by a lack of Child Health Insurance Program funding. States were beginning to exhaust the last funds they had for
the program and the possibility of large numbers of children going uninsured was becoming
more significant with each day. Additionally, Hillary Clinton, who had run as the Democratic
nominee for United States President a year earlier, sent out a tweet asking her supporters
to call Congress and ask for an extension on CHIP on October 26, 2017. Clinton had over
20 million Twitter followers at the time, so her message was widely received.
While tax reform was important to many politicians and Americans, it did not have
the same urgency associated with it as did CHIP funding. Tax bills moved through the
legislative process as Republicans made a push for reform, and protesters responded to these
bills contemporaneously. However, there was no impending loss of services as there was with
the exhaustion of CHIP funding.
Another important distinction between the two main foci of Twitter protest during this
time was that protesters succeeded in getting CHIP reauthorized (albeit after the collection
period) while they were not able to block tax reform. The reason for the divergent outcomes
on the two issues is not immediately clear, and only conjecture can address what might have
caused the difference. It could be that the ability to achieve success in blocking tax reform
would have been much more drawn out and long-term, as it would have required warding off
legislation time and time again. On the other hand, achieving success with CHIP required
a single legislative action; once it was achieved, no more protest action was needed.
It should also be noted that the the Alabama special senate election was not prominent in
either of the LDA-derived topics. While there were tweets in the dataset concerning the race,
they were not as voluminous as might be expected given the intense attention it received.
Structural factors concerning the ability of Congress to impact the Alabama election likely
explain its light presence in the Twitter protest data. The race was decided by the people of
Alabama, and there was no real legislative action Congress could have taken to directly affect
the chances of either Roy Moore or Doug Jones. It is possible that Twitter filtering strategies
other than the one used in this investigation would have surfaced many more protest tweets
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concerning this election.

4.3

Who is Influential?

Taking a step back for a moment to survey some of the early territory covered, this report
started by revealing preliminary evidence that Twitter-based political protest has an impact
on physical political protest. This was accomplished by comparing the volume of political
protest on Twitter containing the congressional switchboard number and the intensity of
Google searches for that same phone number. The intensity of tweeting was shown to be
correlated with the intensity of Google Searching 19 hours later. This implies that Twitter
users are seeing tweets containing a protest call-to-action, and they are inspired to search for
the phone number to confirm its legitimacy and determine how best to voice their opinions
to Congress.
Because there appears to be a relationship between online and offline protest, the most
intriguing questions hidden within the network revolve around the identities of the most
influential Twitter users. In essence, whose tweets are most effective in pushing people
towards civic engagement?
To make headway in addressing this question, methods for determining the sources of
power and influence within the graph were explored. Experimenting with these methods
revealed relationships between the accounts in the graph and shed light on the spread of
protest tweets.
Before any sophisticated algorithms were used in the interrogation of the graph, basic
familiarity with the types of accounts outputting protest tweets was gained by undirected
exploration. Scrolling through and observing the descriptions of these pages, the types
of tweets they were posting, and their activity rates led to some preliminary observations
about protest Tweeters. Generally, these accounts appeared to represent older, highly-active
people, whose Twitter profiles were overwhelmingly political.
To dig into influence and authority within the graph, the number of retweets each account
received was the first metric investigated. Retweets can be broken down in two ways: the
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number of raw retweets an account received and the number of direct retweets an account
received. Raw retweets sum all of the retweet paths that lead back to an account and tally
them for that account. This means that if account A posts a tweet, account B sees account
A’s tweet and then retweets it, and account C sees account B’s retweet of A’s tweet and
retweets that, this would count for 2 retweets for account A, 0 retweets for account B, and 0
retweets for account C. Direct retweets measure the number of retweets an account received
from other accounts who saw their tweet. In the previous example, account A would have
received 1 direct retweet, account B would have received 1 direct retweet, and account C
would have received 0 direct retweets.

Figure 10: Top accounts ranked by number of raw and direct retweets

Ranking the accounts by number of raw and direct retweets in Figure 10 allowed for a
preliminary look at the influential tweeters within the graph. Some accounts jumped out, as
they are the Twitter handles of politicians and celebrities. “RepAdamSchiff” is the handle of
the account for Representative Adam Schiff, a Democrat from California who is the ranking
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member on the House Select Intelligence Committee. “GeorgeTakei” is the account for the
actor of the same name who is famous for his role in the Star Trek television series and
movies. Many of the other accounts were not immediately recognizable.
To apply a more rigorous approach to determining influence in the graph, we investigated algorithms that tackle this problem. Network science has flourished over the past
decades as its techniques become broadly applicable to more and more domains. Through
this development, researchers and industrialists have devised algorithms that rank the most
important nodes in a network. In this project, PageRank, HITS, and k -shell decomposition
were utilized to uncover the most influential tweeters in the protest graph.
In brief summary, PageRank generates a single influence score for all nodes in the graph
[27], HITS generates two influence scores for each node in the graph––one for its authority
and one for how well it references authoritative nodes [28], and k-shell breaks the graph
down into different layers where the core layer is deemed most influential [29]. Running
these algorithms on the protest graph showed which accounts each surfaced as the most
prominent.

Figure 11: Most influential accounts by PageRank, and HITS metrics
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Figure 12: Accounts in the core k -shell

As context, a node’s PageRank score is a normalized measure of the amount of influence
that node has and is a product of the influence of the nodes that point at it. The HITS
Authority score measures how authoritative a node is as a source of information, while the
HITS Hub score measures how well the node directs towards other nodes that are authoritative. The k -shell that a node resides in is a relative measure of centrality in the graph.
The k -core is the most central shell in the graph.
For PageRank and HITS, the top 10 accounts by each influence metric are shown in Figure
11. However, for k-shell, every account in the core of the graph is shown in Figure 12 because
there is no inherent ordering to these accounts. Looking at the accounts in Figures 11 and
12 showed that many of the same accounts that came up when influence was measured by
raw and direct number of retweets surfaced with these algorithms. While some of the same
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accounts were present in the results of each algorithm, the algorithms provided divergent
results. The ordered algorithms (PageRank and HITS) particularly showed different accounts
as being the most influential.
To narrow the scope of the influence problem, we decided to only focus on two algorithms.
The conceptual framework of HITS seemed most difficult to apply to a graph of protesters
on Twitter. It was not entirely clear how to characterize an authority node and a hub
node in this context, which meant that it was a challenge to interpret the meaning of these
two different influence scores across accounts. On the other hand, PageRank only had one
influence score, and k -shell only provided one metric for which layer of the network the node
existed in. Additionally, prior research showed that k -shell was effective at teasing out the
influential users in a social media platform [42]. Moving forward, PageRank and k-shell were
used as the measures of influence.
Investigating the top accounts along these influence metrics revealed similar findings
to the investigation into the top accounts by retweets: many politicians and celebrities
were immediately apparent. Diving into the Twitter handles that were not immediately
recognizable revealed a whole smattering of other actors engaged in the protest network.
Political action group accounts (“votevets”), parody accounts (“TheGoodGodAbove”), and
personal accounts (“Lee_in_Iowa”) were also found in the mix of influential protesters.
Seeing this amalgamation of Twitter accounts was encouraging at first. No group or type
of user dominated the graph, and it appeared that many different types of users and citizens
could activate protest by tweeting. Seemingly, this mix of accounts provided evidence that
Twitter was realizing its democratic promise as a space where any user––no matter his or
her real-world authority––could spark activism. Paired with the finding that the volume of
protest tweets correlated with the volume of Google Searches for the Capitol Hill Switchboard
phone number, there was a compelling case that anyone could launch protest on Twitter and
have it translate into protest that was highly-visible to legislators.
However, this optimism was soon shaken by a closer look at the personal accounts in the
graph. While most of the organizational or public-figure accounts were easily verifiable––they
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either displayed the blue checkmark of Twitter approval or were linked to by an official
website––the identities behind personal accounts were often impossible to verify.
In fact, many of these personal accounts seemed to purposely obfuscate any sort of personal information. They did not contain a real name or any pictures of a human (unless their
picture was a publicly recognizable figure who was obviously not them). The descriptions
they provided did not have specific information nor did they link to a website that could
personally identify them in any way.
There are certainly reasons why a person would want to maintain a Twitter account
anonymously. Tufekci, in her book Twitter and Teargas, discusses at length the reasons why
activists remain anonymous. Her analysis focuses predominantly on political protesters in
countries with repressive regimes that will punish dissident speech and on protesters whose
protest reveals an identity that they want to keep private from friends, family, or coworkers
[12]. In these situations, it makes sense why a user would not want to publicly reveal their
identity but would still want to remain politically vocal.
However, the anonymous accounts that were influential in the Twitter protest graph
studied here did not apparently fit either of Tufekci’s anonymity cases. These accounts
protested happenings in American politics, where substantial laws protect freedom of speech
and mostly prevent government authorities from punishing dissidents [43]. Additionally, as
shown in the topic modeling, the main focuses of the protest were not identity politics. This is
not to say that the two cases Tufekci outlines are exhaustive of the reasons why a protester
might wish to remain anonymous; however, we could not discern other unobjectionable
reasons for the accounts in this report to obscure their true identities.
In addition to their anonymity, many of the accounts in the graph were highly active.
Some were tweeting, retweeting, and liking hundreds of posts a day on average. While a
human could be that busy on Twitter, the frequency of activity raised suspicion that these
accounts were automated. An example of one of these accounts from the core k-shell in the
graph is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: The account page of @exoticgamora

This account frames its identity around the science-fiction film series, Guardians of the
Galaxy. Gamora is one of these central heroines in Guardians, and is the character who
the account models itself after. The profile picture features actress Zoe Saldana, playing
Gamora. While a visitor to the @exoticgamora page might recognize the reference to the
character or the film, there is no personally identifiable information about the person or
group actually running the account. Also note that the account is highly active. When
this screenshot was taken in March 2018, the account had been live for 12 months. In that
time, it had tweeted, retweeted, and liked other content a combined 128,200 times (note that
tweets and retweets are both captured in “Tweets”). This means that @exoticgamora was
performing these actions over 350 times a day, on average. If there is a real person behind
this account and they were awake for 16 hours a day, this would mean they were engaging
with an average of at least 20 pieces of content per waking hour. Though not out of the
realm of possibility that a human being (or even a group) would be this active on Twitter,
@exoticgamora appeared to be exhibiting the behavior of an automated account.
It was impossible to determine the identities behind the anonymous accounts in this
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protest graph. However, a deluge of new research and findings into the prevalence and influence of automated accounts and political interference from foreign powers across social
media platforms led to a concern that the accounts in this protest graph had ulterior motives. Since the 2016 American elections, it has become increasingly clear that the Russian
government sought to sow discord and division in the United States. The national security apparatus of the United States determined that these efforts aimed to promote Donald
Trump as a candidate [44]. In February of 2018, the same security agencies concluded that
Russian efforts to interfere in American politics continue and are ramping up for the 2018
congressional midterm elections [45].
Fomenting protest is one of the specific ways in which Russian-linked accounts have been
proven to attempt to polarize Americans. In one May 2016 incident, illegitimate Russian
Facebook accounts planned both a rally and a counter-rally that mobilized real people to
stand on opposite sides of a street and shout at one another [46]. For these reasons, it was
not out of the question that Russian accounts would attempt to mobilize protest through
Twitter. Whether or not they were Russian-created, it was disconcerting that these purposely
anonymous, highly-active accounts were influential in the protest network.

4.4

Characterizing Anonymous Bot-Like Accounts

To better delineate these suspicious accounts, we developed a set of criteria to classify accounts that were anonymous and potentially automated. For an account to be positively
classified, it had to meet all of the following conditions:
1. No real name
2. No pictures of real people that were not public figures
3. No link to a website with personally identifiable information
4. No blue verification check mark from Twitter
5. A combined tweet-retweet-like rate of at least 100 per day
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These criteria were developed through observation and by the limitations on the data
available for each account. They seek to capture accounts that are anonymous and highly
active. We note that a publicly-available bot classifier for Twitter exists [47], but that it was
not used in this project because it has difficulty distinguishing between automated accounts
and the accounts of public figures. Given the presence of politicians and celebrities in the
data used in this investigation, the bot classifier encountered difficulty, and we opted to
develop our own criteria instead.
We use the label "bot-like" for accounts that satisfied all of the criteria to represent
the fact that their operators are untraceable and they appear––but can’t be proven to
be––automated. Running the classification scheme on the 462 accounts that lie at the core
of the graph determined that 50 of the accounts were bot-like. We returned to the influence
of these accounts within the protest network next.
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Protest Graph with Bot-Like Accounts

Figure 14: The location of bot-like accounts in the protest graph. Inbound edges to bot-like
accounts are colored red.
As discussed previously, PageRank and k-shell decomposition were the two tools used
for elucidating influence. Because the PageRank algorithm gives each node a normalized
influence score, these scores can be summed across a subset of nodes to determine the
influence of that subset. Summing the PageRank values for all of the bot-like accounts
showed that these accounts control 6.5% of the influence in the protest network.
A slightly different metric was devised to measure influence across the set of bot-like
accounts using k-shell decomposition. Because the algorithm does not provide an ordering
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of the nodes in each shell, we looked at the percentage of the accounts in the core shell of the
network that fit the criteria. Calculating this metric showed that 15.4% of the core k-shell
accounts were bot-like.
These numbers were alarming. That somewhere between 6.5 and 15.4% of the influence
of the networks resided with these suspect accounts meant that they wielded nontrivial
power within the graph. Given the evidence that Twitter protest translates into real-life
protest, this means that these accounts are potentially driving significant numbers of people
to pick up their phones and call Congress. While the influence of these bot-like accounts
is not immediately threatening, it is disconcerting that their actions and agendas are not
attributable to any specific persons or groups.

5

Optimizing for Democracy

Having characterized these bot-like accounts and their influence in the Twitter protest sphere,
attention next turned to what should be done about them. Multiple policy responses could
be implemented by Twitter as a platform and by Twitter users seeking to combat the effect
of these accounts. Easiest by far would be to allow the bot-like accounts to continue to exist,
undisturbed. Alternatively, either Twitter or a group of Twitter users could take action to
restrict these bot-like accounts to reduce their impact on Twitter protest and potentially
also on protest phone calls being made to Congress.
An activist policy response from Twitter could focus on suspending or banning bot-like
protest accounts that fit the spirit of the criteria outlined in this paper. Twitter, having
access to complete data about the nature of accounts and their activity, could come up with
machine-learned models that identify bot-like anonymous accounts that are seeking to rouse
protest. The platform could then ban or suspend these accounts pursuant to its rules on
impersonation and spam [48].
Were Twitter not to take an activist role in removing accounts, a group of concerned
users could pursue their own action to limit the reach of these accounts. An interest group
could be formed to characterize bot-like protest accounts and to maintain a public list of
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these accounts. Hamilton 68, a tool created by the Alliance for Securing Democracy, tracks
accounts it has linked to Russian propaganda campaigns and provides analysis about what
they are discussing [49]. A tool created to track suspicious protest accounts could similarly
analyze the contents of their tweets and could additionally publish a list of these accounts
so that informed users would know not to retweet them.
Reducing the influence of the bot-like accounts by either banning them or informing users
to avoid them may make Twitter a more democratic place by ensuring that the protest on
the platform is coming from people who are authentically advocating for political change.
However, these accounts are influential because they are retweeted and followed by many
users, so banning them would potentially reduce the total tweet-based protest. To determine
if reducing the influence of these bot-like accounts would dampen democratic engagement,
we developed a model of the protest network to optimize for engagement while limiting these
accounts.

5.1

Generalized Model

Sets:

C - accounts in the core
P - accounts in the periphery

Parameters:

m - number of accounts less one
ci,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ C × C - indicator if i follows j
pi,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ P × C - indicator if i follows j
oi ∀ i ∈ C - indicator if i is an originator account
bi ∀ i ∈ C - indicator if i is a bot account
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Variables:

XC,i,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ C × C - Indicator for a directed relationship from core i to core j
XP,i,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ P × C - Indicator for a directed relationship from periphery i to core j
YC,i ∀ i ∈ C - Indicator for core i activation
YP,i ∀ i ∈ P - Indicator for periphery i activation

Objective:

P

Maximize

i∈C YC,i +

P

i∈P

YP,i

Subject to:

1. YC,i ≤ oi +

2. YP,i ≤

P

3. (1 − oi )(

P

j∈C

P

j∈C

XC,i,j ∀i ∈ C

XP,i,j ∀i ∈ P

j∈C

XC,j,i +

P

j∈P

XP,j,i ) ≤ mYC,i ∀i ∈ C

4. XC,i,j ≤ ci,j ∀(i, j) ∈ C × C

5. XP,i,j ≤ pi,j ∀(i, j) ∈ P × C

The model separated the network into two sets of accounts: C and P for core and
peripheral. Core accounts were the central accounts in the graph for which we had collected
the full set of followers. Peripheral accounts were all accounts that weren’t core accounts.
ci,j and pi,j indicated if account i followed account j for core and periphery sets, respectively.
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The model maximized the number of the accounts that were engaged, with engagement
meaning that an account had at least originally authored one tweet or retweeted another
account that it follows.
The constraints on the model ensured that it reflected the nature of the Twitter protest
network. Constraint 1 maintained that a core account was not engaged unless it was an
originator of a tweet or it had an outbound relationship to another core account. Similarly,
constraint 2 maintained that a peripheral account was not engaged unless it has an outbound
relationship to a core account. Constraint 3 ensured that all engaged core accounts could
trace their engagement back to an originator account. Constraints 4 and 5 ensured that
a connection was only drawn between one account and another if a follower relationship
existed in the same direction.

5.2

Removal Model

Seeking to model the first policy described in this section, where Twitter bans or suspends
bot-like accounts that are involved in protest, the generalized model was updated with parameters and constraints to capture this action. This updated model allows for flexibility in
the strictness of bot-like account removal by the platform.

Sets:

C - accounts in the core
P - accounts in the periphery

Parameters:

m - number of accounts less one
ci,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ C × C - indicator if i follows j
pi,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ P × C - indicator if i follows j
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oi ∀ i ∈ C - indicator if i is an originator account
bi ∀ i ∈ C - indicator if i is a bot account
t - tolerability constraint

Variables:

XC,i,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ C × C - Indicator for a directed relationship from core i to core j
XP,i,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ P × C - Indicator for a directed relationship from periphery i to core j
YC,i ∀ i ∈ C - Indicator for core i activation
YP,i ∀ i ∈ P - Indicator for periphery i activation

Objective:

P

Maximize

i∈C

YC,i +

P

i∈P

YP,i

Subject to:

1. YC,i ≤ oi +

2. YP,i ≤

P

3. (1 − oi )(

P

j∈C

P

j∈C

XC,i,j ∀i ∈ C

XP,i,j ∀i ∈ P

j∈C

XC,j,i +

P

j∈P

XP,j,i ) ≤ mYC,i ∀i ∈ C

4. XC,i,j ≤ ci,j ∀(i, j) ∈ C × C

5. XP,i,j ≤ pi,j ∀(i, j) ∈ P × C

6.

P

i∈C

bi YC,i ≤ t

P

i∈C

bi
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The flexibility of the removal policy was controlled by a parameter t that set the proportion of bot accounts that were tolerable. A higher tolerability parameter meant a lax
policy towards these accounts while a low tolerability parameter meant an aggressive policy. An indicator parameter, bi was introduced to represent whether each core account had
been classified as a bot. Constraint 6 was added to enforce the tolerability condition on the
proportion of bot accounts allowed in the graph.
To simulate the Removal Model, each value of the tolerability parameter t in {0.0, 0.2, 0.4,
0.6, 0.8, 1.0} was tested using AMPL software. This allowed for the evaluation of different
levels of aggressiveness in removing these accounts. These values are plotted against the
total engagement in the network.
Removal Model Engagement

Figure 15: The effect of bot tolerability thresholds on the number of accounts that could be
engaged in protest
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Though at first glance, Figure 15 is somewhat uninteresting, it conveys a reassuring
finding about the ability to remove bot-like accounts without reducing the amount of protest
in the network. Varying the tolerability level t didn’t greatly change the number of engaged
accounts. Remarkably, almost every account in the network (75877 out of 76072 non-bot-like
accounts) could still be engaged when t was set to 0.0 (eliminating all bot-like accounts).
This meant that almost every account that retweeted a bot-like account either also retweeted
a legitimate account or could trace a follower path to a legitimate retweeter entirely through
other legitimate accounts. This finding implied that Twitter could eliminate these bot-like
accounts without necessarily disrupting the level of protest on its platform.

5.3

Informed Model

The focus next turned to the second proposed policy, informing users of the bot-like accounts so that they know not to retweet these accounts. This policy could be useful if
Twitter neglects to take any action against these accounts. The approach to this policy involved probabilistically assigning each account to either be informed about which accounts or
not be informed about which accounts are bot-lioke and then feeding this data into the model.

Sets:

C - accounts in the core
P - accounts in the periphery

Parameters:

m - number of accounts less one
ci,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ C × C - indicator if i follows j
pi,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ P × C - indicator if i follows j
oi ∀ i ∈ C - indicator if i is an originator account
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bi ∀ i ∈ C - indicator if i is a bot account
sC,i ∀ i ∈ C - indicator if i is an informed account
sP,i ∀ i ∈ P - indicator if i is an informed account

Variables:

XC,i,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ C × C - Indicator for a directed relationship from core i to core j
XP,i,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ P × C - Indicator for a directed relationship from periphery i to core j
YC,i ∀ i ∈ C - Indicator for core i activation
YP,i ∀ i ∈ P - Indicator for periphery i activation

Objective:

P

Maximize

i∈C

YC,i +

P

i∈P

YP,i

Subject to:

1. YC,i ≤ oi +

2. YP,i ≤

P

3. (1 − oi )(

P

j∈C

P

j∈C

XC,i,j ∀i ∈ C

XP,i,j ∀i ∈ P

j∈C

XC,j,i +

P

j∈P

XP,j,i ) ≤ mYC,i ∀i ∈ C

4. XC,i,j ≤ ci,j ∀(i, j) ∈ C × C

5. XP,i,j ≤ pi,j ∀(i, j) ∈ P × C

6.

P

j∈C

bj XC,i,j ≤ (1 − sC,i )

P

k∈C

bk ∀i ∈ C
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7.

P

j∈C

bj XP,i,j ≤ (1 − sP,i )

P

k∈C

bk ∀i ∈ P

The parameters sC,i and sP,i indicated whether each core or periphery account was informed about the specific accounts that were bot-like. Constraints 6 and 7 ensured that an
informed account would not connect with a bot account.
Simulating the Informed Model required a method to take into account the probabilistic
way in which each account was either assigned to be informed or not. To do this, the
assignment of each account was a Bernoulli trial with a success probability pinf . For each
value of pinf in {0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}, 10 simulations of the Informed Model were run.
Informed Model Engagement

Figure 16: The effect of changing the probability that each account is informed about the
bot-like accounts on the number of accounts that could be engaged in protest
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As with the Removal Model, Figure 16 shows that the Informed Model was able to
engage almost every account even when an aggressive policy against the bot-like accounts
was implemented. In this case, the most aggressive policy was informing every account with
a probability of 1. Under this policy, a mean of 75902 out of 76072 non-bot-like accounts
were still engaged in protest.

5.4

Limiting Disruption to the Graph

Both the Removal Model and the Informed Model showed that the Twitter protest graph had
the underlying follower relationships to expunge the influence of the bot-like accounts without
significantly dampening the amount of engagement. However, neither model factored in the
extent to which the optimized graph differed from the true graph of Twitter protest. By
ignoring this consideration, the presented models did not take into account how feasible it
would be for the Twitter protest network to reorganize itself towards the optimized network.
In other words, the effects of the removal and the informed policies were not considered in
the context of the true connections between users in the Twitter data. This was believed to
be causing the problem where all of the in-degrees that were directed at the bot-like nodes
in the true graph were being redirected at a small number of legitimate accounts in the
optimized graphs––a shift that would be improbable in the real world.
To ameliorate this problem with both policy implementations, updated models were defined that sought to take into account some of the structure of the true graph. The news
models added parameters ri ∀i ∈ C that captured the number of inbound edges to account
i in the true graph. Additionally, a parameter u was added to provide an upper bound
on the difference between the number of in-degrees in the optimized graph and in the true
graph. The following constraints were added to ensure that the number of in-degrees in the
optimized graph did not exceed the number of in-degrees in the true graph, multiplied by
the scaling factor u:

P

j∈C

XC,j,i +

P

j∈P

XP,j,i ≤ uri ∀i ∈ C
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While this model was designed theoretically, it was not simulated. The added constraints
proved to make the optimization problem too computationally expensive for this project.

6

Closing Commentary

6.1

Discussion

By focusing on a specific method of protest––placing a discontented phone call to a Senator––this analysis sheds light on the way that a digital protest network interrelates with
independent protest actions. A set of evidence and arguments for how networked calls-toaction on Twitter instigate physical protest and how the Twitter protest network may be
compromised by suspect accounts are presented. While we find these results to be compelling, they merit further discussion.
Following the arc of this report, the discussion first turns to the effort to relate digital
protest on Twitter to the the physical protest of calling Congress. The primary evidence for
the real-world impact of Twitter protest is the Google Trends data. We present this as a
reasonable proxy for the volume of people calling Congress because there are explanations
for why a person might Google search the Capitol switchboard phone number prior to calling
it. Many people likely have not encountered the phone number before, and when they see
it in a tweet, they may want to verify it before calling. Additionally, someone who views
a protest tweet containing the number might want to learn more about the specific process
of calling Congress before they pick up the phone. They might believe that Googling this
number will return more information about the process, and they would be right in this
belief––the top 3 search results for “202-224-3121” are informational pages about contacting
Congress.
However, there are serious limitations to relying so heavily on Google Trends data as
a proxy for the number of phone calls Congress received on a given day. Google Search
is equally as digital a product as Twitter, and using the search engine to represent offline
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processes is potentially troublesome because it may be subject to the same online forces that
affect Twitter. Although Google Search is not explicitly social in the same way as Twitter,
its recommended search phrases take into account the searches of others. If a protest topic
is being shared widely on Twitter, it is likely being shared widely elsewhere online, and
Google Search will pick up on this as more users arrive to the search engine from other parts
of the internet and search for relevant protest terms. For these reasons, it is important to
assert that the evidence presented in this report for a causal connection between the Twitter
protest network and physical protest is preliminary.
Turning next to the identification of the bot-like accounts, this report assumes that these
accounts are malicious and are a negative influence on the protest network. While these
assumptions are made with limited information about who runs the bot-like accounts, the
lack of context should serve as a source of concern and not as a source of protection. Until
better classification methods are in place to quickly detect and remove malicious actors,
platforms and concerned citizens should be proactive about preventing suspicious accounts
from becoming highly influential in digital protest movements.
Additionally, it is important that platforms keep in mind the different dimensions to the
threat of manipulation in the digital public sphere when developing classification models for
malicious actors. Efforts to build classifiers for pernicious accounts on social networks have
focused on detecting automated accounts [47]. These bot accounts are in violation of the
terms of service for most social networks and can pose a threat to democratic discussion
on social media by drowning out authentic voices. Indeed, this report used the term "botlike" to label the potentially-malicious accounts discovered because it was a concise way
to capture the high activity and anonymity of these accounts. However, not all malicious
accounts are automated. Recent disclosures have identified Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr
accounts controlled by real people employed by the Russian government that sought to sow
discord and spread misinformation [50]. In their efforts to build classifiers for malicious
actors, platforms and concerned citizens should also address these cases.
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6.2

Future Work

Looking towards future research, the concerns with using Google Trends could be ameliorated
through data that is more representative of the protest directed against Capitol Hill. Data
that is more closely connected to the number of phone calls being received by Congress
could be obtained and regressed against the volume of Twitter searches to more fully prove
a relationship between the online and offline protest. Particularly useful would be data from
Congress itself about the number of phone calls that each congressperson’s office received
every day. Similarly useful would be data from Hiya, the company that estimates the volume
of phone calls coming and going from different sources.
In addition to the future work possible to measure offline independent protest, there are
further research questions that deal with Twitter as a medium for digital networked protest.
As discussed in section 6.1, malicious state actors seek to spread divisiveness and can be a
threat to platforms. Given that many of these accounts are not automated but rather are
run by real people instilling human instinct and characteristics, a difficult problem arises
with how to identify them. Future work could make use of the lists of accounts that have
recently been banned by Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr and the accessible data from these
accounts as ground truth to learn models that would classify them.
Re-evaluating the optimization work done in this report, research potential exists for
defining evidence-based methods for limiting the deviation from the true structure of the
Twitter protest network when optimizing for protest engagement. These approaches could
factor in the topic of protest, such that new edges in the network are only initialized when
both accounts share the same protest interest. Additionally, the likelihood of each account
to engage with new accounts could be calculated using historical data from the account and
captured in a parameter.
Further work could also expand out from the phone-number centered framework presented
here. Tweeting about calling Congress is only one method of protest and is tied to a specific
set of issues. As discussed in the section 4.2, most of the tweets collected in this data dealt
with an issue that Congress had direct power to act on. However, there are a number of
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ways that people make their voices heard by their elected represented. As just a few of the
research possibilities, further work could look into calls-to-action to participate in a boycott,
to write letters to representatives, and to create protest art. Additionally, research could
investigate online-offline protest connections on other social media platforms like Facebook,
Snapchat, and Gab. Beyond the United States, research could analyze the same questions
that this report addressed in other countries with different democratic traditions.
Pursuing these avenues of inquiry will provide a more complete picture of the current
state of protest as it exists both in the digital and tactile worlds. As the organizational
methods for protest and the feasible types of protest activity continue to evolve, efforts to
delineate the relationships between the actors and mediums of protest will throw light on
how the public expresses political discontent.
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